Abstract-Atherosclerotic plaque progression is believed to be associated with mechanical stress conditions. Patient follow-up in vivo intravascular ultrasound coronary plaque data were acquired to construct fluid-structure interaction (FSI) models with cyclic bending to obtain flow wall shear stress (WSS), plaque wall stress (PWS) and strain (PWSn) data and investigate correlations between plaque progression measured by wall thickness increase (WTI), cap thickness increase (CTI), lipid depth increase (LDI) and risk factors including wall thickness (WT), WSS, PWS, and PWSn. Quarter average values (n = 178-1016) of morphological and mechanical factors from all slices were obtained for analysis. A predictive method was introduced to assess prediction accuracy of risk factors and identify the optimal predictor(s) for plaque progression. A combination of WT and PWS was identified as the best predictor for plaque progression measured by WTI. Plaque WT had best overall correlation with WTI (r = 20.7363, p < 1E210), cap thickness (r = 0.4541, p < 1E210), CTI (r = 20.4217, p < 1E28), LD (r = 0.4160, p < 1E210), and LDI (r = 20.4491, p < 1E210), followed by PWS (with WTI: (r = 20.3208, p < 1E210); cap thickness: (r = 0.4541, p < 1E210); CTI: (r = 20.1719, p = 0.0190); LD: (r = 20.2206, p < 1E210); LDI: r = 0.1775, p < 0.0001). WSS had mixed correlation results.
INTRODUCTION
Atherosclerotic plaque progression and rupture are believed to be associated with morphological factors, components, material properties, and mechanical stress conditions. 1, [4] [5] [6] [7] 11, 13, 15, [17] [18] [19] 21, 22 However, mechanisms governing plaque progression and rupture are not well understood. 5, 22 Considerable advances in medical imaging technology and image-based plaque models have been made in recent years to identify vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques in vivo with information about plaque components including lipid-rich necrotic core (called necrotic core for simplicity), plaque cap, calcification, intraplaque hemorrhage, loose matrix, thrombosis, and ulcers, subject to resolution limitations of current technology. 1, 6, 14, 15, 23, 26, 34 In vivo image-based coronary plaque modeling papers are relatively rare because clinical recognition of vulnerable coronary plaques has remained challenging. 19, 21, 32 In a multi-patient IVUS-based follow-up study (n = 20), by dividing slices into low, intermediate, and high wall shear stress (WSS) groups and comparing the low and high WSS groups with the intermediate-WSS group, Samady et al. found that low-WSS segments demonstrated greater reduction in vessel (p < 0.001) and lumen area (p < 0.001), and high-WSS segments demonstrated an increase in vessel (p < 0.001) and lumen (p < 0.001) area. 19 In a follow-up study of 506 patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) treated with a percutaneous coronary intervention and in a subset of 374 consecutive patients 6-10 months later to assess plaque natural history, Stone et al. 21 reported that increase in plaque area was predicted by baseline large plaque burden; decrease in lumen area was independently predicted by baseline large plaque burden and low WSS. 21 From the PROSPECT patient follow-up study (660 patients with complete IVUS data), Xie et al. 30 reported that although the minimum lumen area (MLA) was similar, the plaque burden was significantly greater in nonculprit lesions with a plaque rupture compared with nonculprit lesions without a plaque rupture [66.0% (95% confidence interval: 64.5-67.4%) vs. 56.0% (95% confidence interval: 55.6-56.4%); p < 0.0001]. IVUS-VH analysis revealed that a nonculprit lesion with a plaque rupture was more often classified as a fibroatheroma than a nonculprit lesion without a plaque rupture (77.1 vs. 51.4%; p < 0.0001). Secondary, nonculprit plaque ruptures were seen in 14% of patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and were associated with a fibroatheroma phenotype with a residual necrotic core. Xu et al. 31 used a morphology-based carotid atherosclerosis score (CAS) as a measure to predict high-risk plaque development and plaque progression. One hundred and twenty patients with 50% to 79% carotid stenosis underwent carotid magnetic resonance imaging scans at baseline and 3 years thereafter. CAS was found to have a significant increasing relationship with incident disrupted luminal surface (DLS) and plaque progression in this prospective study. We have published results based on follow-up studies showing that advanced carotid plaque progression had positive correlation with WSS and negative correlation with plaque wall stress (PWS) at follow-up. 33 In a research design paper, Fernandez-Ortiz et al. 2 described The Progression and Early detection of Subclinical Atherosclerosis (PESA) study which is an observational, longitudinal and prospective cohort study in a target population of 4000 to collect data and identify new imaging and biological factors associated with the presence and progression of atherosclerosis in asymptomatic people and will help to establish a more personalized management of medical care. Fleg et al. gave an authoritative review of findings from several large clinical studies for detection of high-risk atherosclerotic plaques, available techniques, findings from patient follow-up studies, and future recommendations. 4 In this paper, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) patient follow-up data were acquired and IVUS-based models with fluid-structure interactions (FSI) and cyclic bending were constructed to obtain plaque morphological features, WSS and plaque stress/strain data and identify their possible associations with plaque progression, cap thickness and lipid-rich necrotic core changes. A predictive method is introduced to investigate if those parameters could be used to predict plaque progression. Their quantitative prediction accuracy will also be calculated. The correlation knowledge and prediction accuracy of the risk factors may be helpful for better diagnosis and prevention of atherosclerosis-related cardiovascular diseases.
METHODS

IVUS Data Acquisition
Patient follow-up IVUS data of coronary plaques were acquired from 3 patients (3 M, age: 52/71/68) at Cardiovascular Research Foundation (CRF) (New York, NY) after informed consent was obtained. Vessel and multi-components detection was performed to obtain IVUS-VH (Virtual Histology) data using automated Virtual Histology software (version 3.1) on a Volcano s5 Imaging System (Volcano Crop., Rancho Cordova, CA). The frames from IVUS-VH data at the baseline (T1) and follow-up (T2) were processed to obtain contours for vessel lumen, out-boundary and plaque components for model construction using established procedures described in Yang et al. 32 The X-ray angiogram (Allura Xper FD10 System, Philips, Bothel, WA) was obtained at both baseline scan (T1) and follow-up scan (T2) prior to the pullback of the IVUS catheter to determine the location of the coronary artery stenosis, vessel curvature and cyclic bending caused by heart contraction. Fusion of angiography and IVUS slices was done using method similar to that described in Wahle et al. 28 except that we did not have biplane angiography. The view angle of the angiography was chosen so that the angiography plane was close to the principal tangent plane of the chosen coronary segment. Co-registration (both longitudinal and circumferential) of baseline and followup IVUS data were performed by IVUS expert using angiography movie, location of the myocardium, vessel bifurcation, stenosis and plaque component features. The location of the myocardium was used in circumferential co-registration. Figure 1 presents matched selected IVUS-VH slices from one patient at T1 and T2, the corresponding segmented contours, enlarged view of one slice, and the reconstructed 3D geometry of the plaque at T1. The X-ray angiogram and vessel bending curves with maximum and minimum curvature were shown by Fig. 2 .
The FSI Model with Cyclic Bending and Boundary Conditions
There are several features that are worth mentioning for the models we are constructing for coronary pla-ques. First, arteries are subjected to dynamic pressure loading. FSI should be included to study the impact of both WSS and structural stress/strain on the biological processes under investigation. 25 Secondly, for models based on in vivo image data, a shrink-stretch process should be used to obtain no-load vessel geometry as the starting geometry for model construction. 10 Thirdly, coronary arteries are subjected to cyclic bending caused by cardiac contraction/expansion. This has to be included in coronary models for accurate computational predictions. 32 In our FSI model with cyclic bending, blood flow was assumed to be laminar, Newtonian, and incompressible. The Navier-Stokes equations with arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation were used as the governing equations. Pulsating pressure conditions were specified at the inlet and outlet using patient's systole and diastole arm pressure conditions. Catheter measurements of intravascular pressure condition was not available for these patients. Cyclic bending was specified by prescribing periodic displacement at the myocardium side of the vessel using data obtained from X-Ray angiography. The vessel material was assumed to be hyperelastic, anisotropic, nearly-incompressible and homogeneous. Plaque components were assumed to be hyperelastic, isotropic, nearly-incompressible and homogeneous for simplicity. No-slip conditions and natural traction equilibrium conditions were assumed at all interfaces. Our complete FSI model can be found from Yang et al. and are omitted here. 32 Biaxial testing was performed using eight coronary arteries from 4 cadavers (age: 50-81) to obtained realistic vessel material data for our model. 12 A modified Mooney-Rivlin model was used for the vessel fitting our biaxial data 12, 32 :
where I 1 and I 2 are the first and second invariants of right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C defined as 
3D Reconstruction of Plaque Geometry and Mesh Generation
The most time-consuming part in model construction is 3D mesh generation. All the segmented contour data were put into ADINA to reconstruct the 3D vessel geometry with finite element mesh using the procedures described in Yang et al. 32 Due to irregular geometries of the multi-component plaque, a component-fitting mesh generation technique was developed to generate mesh for each plaque model. When a vessel has a component, the mesh has to be built around it. Using the component-fitting technique, the 3D vessel domain was divided into hundreds of small ''volumes'' to fit the irregular vessel geometry with plaque components inclusions. The element type used for structural models (vessel and plaque components) was 3D solid 8-node element while the element type used for the fluid model was 3D 4-node element, free formed mesh.
3D coronary plaque FSI models for the 3 patients (F1-F3) at each scan were constructed and solved by ADINA (Adina R &D, Watertown, MA) to calculate flow and stress/strain distributions, using unstructed finite element methods for both fluid and solid model. Mesh analysis was performed by decreasing mesh size by 10% (in each dimension) until solution differences (measured by L 2 norms of solution differences of all mechanical factors, including stress, strain, displacements, flow velocity, and pressure) were less than 2%. Simulation for each plaque was run for 3 periods and the third period was almost identical to the second period and was then taken as the solution. More details of the computational models and solution methods can be found in Tang et al. Max bending
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Flow FIGURE 2. X-ray angiographic image, extracted centerlines of the coronary segment, and the re-constructed 3D geometry with maximum and minimum curvatures.
Plaque Progression Measurements and Data Extraction for Statistical Analysis
For each patient, IVUS slices at baseline (Time 1, T1) and follow-up (Time 2, T2) were matched up using vessel bifurcation, stenosis features and with careful review by the IVUS group. For simplicity, the vessel segment assembled using the selected slices is called the plaque. Each IVUS slice was divided into 4 quarters with each quarter containing 25 evenly-spaced nodal points taken on the lumen, each lumen nodal point was connected to a corresponding point on vessel outboundary. Figure 3 shows the quarters with the connecting lines. The length of the connecting line at a point is defined as the wall thickness (WT) at the nodal point. If the line passes a necrotic core or calcification block, the distance between the lumen point and the first time the line meets the necrotic core or calcification is defined as cap thickness. The length of the line segment within the necrotic core (or calcification) is defined as the necrotic core depth at that nodal point. Very little calcification was found in the cases studied. Therefore, calcification was ignored in this study. Vessel WT, lipid-rich necrotic core depth (LD), cap thickness (Cap), WSS, PWS and PWSn values from 3D FSI model solution at each point were recorded for both baseline and follow-up scan. Average values of these 6 parameters for each quarter were obtained from all slices for statistical analysis. Plaque progression was measured by the point-wise vessel wall thickness increase (WTI) from baseline to follow-up at the matched nodal points. Cap thickness increases (CTI) and lipid-rich necrotic core depth increases (LDI) were obtained in the same way for analysis.
Statistical Methods for Correlation Analysis
The Linear Mixed-Effects (LME) model 3, 16 was used to study the correlation between a selected outcome variable [i.e., plaque progression measured by WTI, cap thickness, CTI, lipid depth (LD), lipid depth increase (LDI)] and the predictors (WT, WSS, PWS and PWSn) using their quarter average values at both baseline and follow-up. Here the observation unit is quarter, and all feature values of quarters were obtained by averaging the corresponding feature values of nodes within the quarters. In the following, WTI is used as the outcome variable and PWS is used as the predictor, for demonstration purpose.
For individual patients, the LME model was defined as
where y ij is the WTI value at the ith quarter on the jth slice, x ij is the corresponding value of PWS. b 0 and b 1 are the fixed effects of PWS for the baseline and the changing rate of WTI, respectively. The WTI values y ij at close spots are likely not independent; here we considered a sophisticated dependence structure among quarter observations. In particular, the random effect term b j in Eq. (3) mean 0, and the correlation between i 1 j 1 and i 2 j 2 is modeled by an exponential function / s , where s is the Euclidean distance between the 3-dimensional spatial locations of the two quarters (based on the average spatial location coordinates of the nodes in the quarters) on the vessel, / is the correlation parameter to be estimated in the model fitting by the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) algorithm. In the statistical hypothesis test, the null hypothesis that no correlation exists between WTI and PWS (or other predictors) corresponds to b 1 = 0. A small p value (p < 0.05) of the Student's t test for the coefficient provides a strong statistical evidence to reject the null and accept the existence of correlation.
For the correlation analysis based on three patients together, the LME model is defined as
where y ijk is the WTI value at the ith quarter on the jth slice of the kth patient, x ijk is the corresponding value of PWS. b 0 and b 1 have the same meanings as those in Eq. (3). The random effects b jk and b k model a hierarchical clustering dependence-quarters are clustered within slices, which are further clustered within patients. The vector of error terms ð ijk Þ models the within-cluster spatial dependence of the observations. Specifically, the patients are assumed to be independent so the correlation between the error terms from different patients is 0. The correlation between i 1 j 1 k and i 2 j 2 k from the same kth patients is assumed an exponential function / s k , where s is the Euclidean distance between the 3D spatial locations, / k is the patient-specific dependence parameter to be estimated in model fitting. To test the correlation between WTI and PWS, we again use the p value for testing b 1 = 0. The LME model fitting was carried out with statistical software R by function lme in the R package nlme (fit and compare Gaussian linear and nonlinear mixedeffects models). 16 To measure the direction and magnitude of the linear correlations between WTI and PWS, Pearson's correlation coefficient cannot be directly used because it assumes independent observations. Analogous to the Pearson's correlation coefficient, a dependence-adjusted correlation coefficient r is created to account for the spatial dependence structure among the quarter observations based on the above model Eq. (3). 24 Specifically, note that the Pearson's correlation coefficient between x and y can be written as: 
whereb 1 is the estimated slope coefficient by fitting PWS to WTI with the LME model (Eq. 3) for single patient analysis or (Eq. 4) for multi-patient analysis.. Becauseb 1 is estimated in the models that have adjusted the clustering and spatial dependence structure among the observations, r is considered as the dependence-adjusted correlation coefficient. Note that because the null hypothesis of no correlation is equivalent to the null hypothesis that the true slope verges in probability to a constant, to gauge the evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis of no correlation, the p value p calculated based on the null distribution ofb 1 is equivalent to the p value directly based on the null distribution of r.
Predictive Method
Generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) 16, 20, 27, 29 were used to select best predictors by calculating and comparing their predictive sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity of prediction is defined as the proportion of the true positive-outcomes that are predicted to be positive. Specificity of prediction is defined as the proportion of the true negative-outcomes that are predicted to be negative. Sensitivity and specificity have values from 0 to 1; higher combined values of these two measures indicate more accurate predictions. The best combination of predictors is the one whose model provides the highest sensitivity and specificity. Our GLMMs extend generalized linear models for categorical responses (in our case, the binary outcomes of positive or negative WTI) to consider the dependence among observations. The model is defined as
where y ijk = 1 denotes the positive outcome WTI > 0 and y ijk = 0 denotes the negative outcome WTI < 0 at the ith quarter on the jth slice of the kth patient. The expectation of y ijk is the probability of the positive
þ Á Á Á models the combined effects of the predictors. The random effects b jk and b k model the hierarchical clustering dependence and the error terms ð ijk Þ. model the within-cluster spatial dependence of the observations, in the same way as the model Eq. (4). The GLMM model fitting (i.e., estimating the parameters in the model) was carried out with R function glmmPQL in package MASS. 27 The procedure for model fitting and predictor selection is described as follows. All quarter data from the three patients were combined together for analysis. A 5-fold cross-validation procedure was used to find the best predictor(s). Specifically, we randomly partition the quarters into five subgroups: four subgroups are used as training data to fit model, the remaining one is used as the testing data for evaluating the model. With the training set, the GLMMs are fitted using predictors' values at baseline (T1) to reach best agreement with outcomes from follow-up data (T2). In evaluating the model, we feed the testing data into the fitted model, obtain the predicted value of the response, and then deduce the sensitivity and specificity of the prediction. Specifically, the probability of positive outcome (WTI > 0) at each quarter was calculated by feeding the testing subgroup data into the fitted model. A positive outcome is predicted if the estimated probability of the positive outcome is higher than a threshold. The sensitivity and specificity of the model were thus obtained by comparing its predicted results with the true outcomes. We repeat this process five times (i.e., 5-fold) because each of the five subgroups is used once as the testing data. We exhaustively searched all 15 possible combinations among four candidate predictors WT, PWS, PWSn, and WSS. Sensitivity and specificity results (at the optimal thresholds that maximize sensitivity + specificity) of all combinations are given in Table 6 . Figure 4 gives plots of PWS, PWSn, flow velocity and WSS from one plaque sample at T1 and T2 showing basic solution features from our FSI models. Using the morphological, tissue component and mechanical stress/strain data obtained from the FSI models, we investigated correlations between plaque progression measured by WTI, cap thickness (Cap), necrotic core depth (LD) and interested risk factors including WT, WSS, PWS and plaque wall strain (PWSn). We also attempted to find out which factors could better predict plaque progression. Correlation results concerning plaque burden increase (PBI) and plaque area increase (PAI) were also presented.
RESULTS
Correlations Between Plaque Progression (WTI)
and WT, WSS, PWS, and PWSn Table 1 summarized the correlation results between WTI and four potential predictors: WT, WSS, PWS, and PWSn. Using the baseline (T1) values of the predictors, WT correlated with WTI negatively (three patients together: r = 20.7363, p < 1E210; all three patients had significant correlations individually). WSS showed no correlation with WTI (r = 20.0052, p = 0.9250). PWS showed positive correlation with WTI (r = 0.3000, p < 1E210). PWSn also showed positive correlation with WTI (r = 0.2439, p < 4E28), slightly weaker, compared to that of PWS.
Using follow-up (T2) data of the predictors, most of the correlations changed sign from T1. WT now correlates with WTI positively based on three patients together (r = 0.5692, p < 1E210). Individually, we had 2 statistically significant positive correlations, and one statistically insignificant negative correlation. WSS showed positive correlations for all three individuals (overall: r = 0.3545, r < 5E210). PWS now had overall negative correlation (r = 20.3208, p < 1E210). One patient had no significance correlation. Plaque strain again showed negative overall correlation (r = 20.2500, p < 2E28). Among the 4 predictors, WT showed the strongest correlation, followed by PWS.
Correlation Between Plaque Cap Thickness (Cap)
and WT, WSS, PWS, and PWSn Table 2 shows that for the 6 plaques modeled, cap thickness showed positive correlation with WT (r = 0.4541, p < 1E210), positive correlation with WSS (r = 0.5101, p < 3E28), negative correlation with PWS (r = 20.3359, p < 1E210), and negative correlation with PWSn (20.1558, r = 0.0019). While WSS had the highest r value for the overall correlation, correlations from WT and PWS showed more consistent results from individual patients (all 6 positive for WT, and 4 negative for PWS). Negative correlation between PWS and cap thickness indicates that higher PWS values are likely linked to thinner cap thickness.
Correlation Between Plaque CTI and WT, WSS, PWS, and PWSn
From our perspective, it is more important to know what to expect in the future. Correlations between CTI and the 4 predictors are given in Table 3 . After matching up the quarters with plaque caps, a total of 178 quarters were available for our analysis.
Unfortunately, using the baseline data of the predictors, only WT showed significant correlation with CTI (r = 20.4217, p < 1E28). Using follow-up data, PWS and PWSn showed negative correlations with CTI (r = 20.1719, p = 0.0190; r = 20.1550, p = 0.0319, respectively).
Correlation Between LD and WT, WSS, PWS, and PWSn
The size of lipid-rich necrotic cores is known to be related to plaque vulnerability. Table 4 shows LD had significant correlations with all 4 predictors, with r values equal to 0.4160, 0.0915, 20.2206, 20.1802 for WT, WSS, PWS, and PWSn, respectively. WT turns out to be the best predictor, with the best r value and most consistent individual plaque correlation results. The individual correlation results for PWS, PWSn and WSS all had many no-significance cases.
Correlation Between LDI and WT, WSS, PWS, and PWSn
Using all quarters combined from the 3 patients, Table 5 shows that WT, PWS and PWSn had significant correlations with LDI, while WSS had no significant correlation with LDI. WT correlated with LDI negatively, with r = 20.4491 (p < 1E210), while both PWS and PWSn showed positive correlations with LDI, with r = 0.1775, and 0.2074, respectively. 
Sensitivity and Specificity of Possible Predictors for Plaque Progression
Prediction accuracy (defined as sensitivity + specificity) of all 15 possible combinations of the candidate predictors WT, PWS, PWSn, and WSS for WTI are reported in Table 6 . It turned out that a combination of WT and PWS had the best prediction accuracy (1.41) for WTI. For individual predictors, WT had the best accuracy (1.39) and WSS had the poorest accuracy (1.11). 
Correlations Between PBI and Related Risk Parameters
Another plaque geometrical parameter, plaque burden (plaque area/(plaque area + lumen area)), is a popular index measuring plaque progression in the medical and clinical community. 21 Using slice average values of the parameters at baseline, Table 7 indicated that PBI had negative correlation with WSS (r = 20.7286, p < 0.00001), WT (r = 20.5185), plaque burden (r = 20.5500), plaque area (r = 20.5566), and plaque wall strain (r = 0.1181, p = 0.1199). PBI did not show significant correlation with PWS. Our correlation results involving PBI with WSS were consistent with results presented in Stone et al.
21
Correlations Between Plaque Area Increase (PAI) and Related Risk Parameters
Plaque area is also a popular index measuring plaque progression. Using slice average parameter values, Table 8 indicated that PAI also had negative correlation with WSS, WT, plaque burden, and plaque area. PAI did not show significant correlation with PWS and strain.
DISCUSSION
A Paradigm Change: Predictive Method and Prediction Accuracy of Risk Factors
Most studies for atherosclerosis progression and rupture were to find correlations between plaque progression and the potential risk factors. However, what we really need in clinical practice are predictive methods and potential predictors with their quantitative prediction accuracies. The predictive method introduced in this paper is an attempt in that direction. Due to small sample size, we used quarters as our data points to introduce our methods and perform our preliminary study. Optimized predictors were identified (WT + PWS) with the best prediction accuracy achieved. The method could be easily extended to large-scale patient studies when data become available. The outcome event could also be other clinical events such as plaque rupture, increase of intraplaque hemorrhage, stroke, heart attack, etc. Risk factors could also include non-mechanical factors such as diabetes, cholesterol, drug effect, chemical factors in the blood, detectable inflammation on lumen surface, etc.
Our statistical approach has two novel contributions. First, for the correlation analysis, traditional regression model is not the ideal choice because it assumes the data observations to be independent. It is more appropriate to consider the dependence structure for the observations of quarters. The LME model is an extension over regression model to properly consider the biologically meaningful dependence among quarters. In this study, our LME models considered the dependence due to hierarchical clustering effects (i.e., quarters in a slice and the slices in a patients are likely more homogeneous) as well as the spatial dependence (i.e., quarters next to one another are likely more similar than quarters far away from one another). The LME model was first introduced into the coronary plaque progression studies in a previous paper of ours. 24 The current work slightly improved it by more sufficiently modeling the hierarchical clustering effects.
Second, correlation analysis is used to find the most ''explainable'' factors related to the response variable. However, they are not necessarily the best ones for predicting future outcome. The clinically more important contribution of our study is to introduce predictive method to quantify prediction accuracy of risk factors. This paper is the first in literature to apply the generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs), which again sophisticatedly considered both clustering and spatial dependence structure of quarters, in predicting coronary plaque progression. Through fitting and comparing such predictive models, we provided interesting preliminary evidence on which factors are the best to predict coronary plaque growth in the future.
WT and PWS had Better Correlation with Plaque Progression then WSS
Correlation between WSS and plaque progression has attracted the most attention in the past. However, studies based on patient follow-up data have indicated that the effect of WSS on plaque progression measured by WT may not be as strong as previously believed. 19, 21, 32 In this paper, WT turned out to be the risk factor with the best correlation with plaque progression, cap thickness, CTI, LD, and LDI. WT also had the best prediction accuracy for WTI among the 4 individual predictors. Between PWS and WSS, PWS had better correlation with WTI, LD, and LDI than WSS did. In fact, WSS did not show significant correlation with WTI (at T1) and LDI. In their large patient study report (374 patients, about 800 vessels), Stone et al. reported that low WSS was not associated with PAI. 21 While WTI and PAI are different ways of measuring plaque progression, our observations were consistent with their findings.
Major Limitation from IVUS-VH Data
It is known that IVUS-VH cannot visualize thin caps: in fact, the lipid-rich tissue is often in 'contact' with the lumen. Since there is a commonly accepted 65 lm threshold value for cap thickness, we made cap with thickness about 50 lm when IVUS-VH data had lipid-rich core on the lumen. That was a kind of ''best effort'' we can make with the data IVUS-VH could provide.
Major Limitation from Lack of 3D Vessel Curvature Data
One major limitation of the paper is the lack of biplane angiography that could be used to re-construct 3D vessel curvature. Our patient data were provided by Mintz's group at CRF with only one angiography image data acquired. Care was taken to take the angiography with maximum curvature variations of the vessel segment of interest. However, we should definitely try to acquire angiography from two near orthogonal view angles to obtain accurate vessel curvature. Effect of curvature variations was reported in our earlier paper by Yang et al. 32 Greater curvature could lead to up to 15% WSS decrease compared to the same vessel without curvature due to the increased flow resistance caused by the curvature. It should be noted that WSS distribution pattern on the lumen surface are more closely linked to lumen narrowing and remained similar for both curved and straight vessels. Therefore, correlation results would be affected less by the curvature data limitation, compared to the effect on actual WSS values. Accurate assessment would need to be done with real 3D curvature data when we get it.
Limitations
Some limitations of this study include: (a) patientspecific and tissue-specific material properties were not available for our study; (b) while the angiographic movie provided information for the position of the myocardium and partial information for curvature variations, two movies with different (preferably orthogonal) view angles are needed to re-construct the 3D motion of the coronary and provide accurate curvature variation information; (c) some data such as zero-stress conditions (opening angle), multi-layer vessel morphology and material properties were not possible to measure noninvasively in vivo; (d) interaction between the heart and vessel were not be included. A model coupling heart motion and coronary bending would be desirable when required data become available.
CONCLUSION
A predictive method was introduced to assess prediction accuracy of risk factors and identify the optimal predictor(s) for plaque progression and other target outcome. A combination of WT and PWS was identified as the best predictor for the plaque samples studied. In search of correlations and mechanisms governing plaque progression and rupture, our results indicated that plaque WT had best correlation with plaque progression, cap thickness, CTI, LD, and LDI, followed by PWS in general performance. WSS had mixed correlation results for the positive correlation with WSS and negative correlation with PWS. More patient follow-up data and large-scale studies are needed to continue our investigations.
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